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Abstract:
Sub-committee DSATS (Drilling System Automation Technical Section) which represents a
sector in SPE (Society of Petroleum Engineers), organizes this year the fifth competition for
the title of Drillbotics™ champion, in an effort to accelerate the uptake of automation in the
drilling industry.
This is the design report of the device, realized by a team of students from different specialties
at the Algerian university of petroleum engineering “University of Kasdi Merbah Ouargla”
(UKMO).
The past year, the main objective of the competition was to design a fully automated drilling
rig that can autonomously drill a vertical well as quickly as possible while maintaining
rig and drill string integrity. This year we will attempt the same thing and try to design our
very own automated rig that drills vertically.
The interest of this report is to describe and explain the suggestion proposed by our team for
this problem and clarify our idea for device designing.
The automation system will be based on two devices; a PLC will receive data coming from
the various drilling parameters coming from the sensors implanted at each place, a computer
will treat these data under Matlab environment. This later will be exploited particularly in
complex computing.
One of the problems our team is facing is how we can ensure sufficient weight on bit (WOB)
without damaging our drill pipe, we decided to adapt the same idea purposed by Trondheim,
Norway University last year and a nozzle in the pipe to increase the pipe’s internal pressure
and thereby also the geometrical stiffness of the pipe.
We will be using a downhole sensor « Gyroscope », this sensor will allow us to detect the
position of our bit and will make sure that it is always centered in the middle of the drilled
hole, we will be also using a sensor called « Accelerometer ». It will be able to detect any
signs of vibration that may be occurring in the drill pipe. In case of an occurring of a sudden
problem –Deviation as an example- we will proceed by putting an Algorithm which allows us
to correct the problem by installing a mitigation system that will reduces the WOB and
increases the RPM.
To drill in high efficiency and consistency, we will focus on improving the ROP Value by
working on adjusting properly the three parameters « Torque, WOB and RPM » without
causing any damage to the drill pipe.
In the aim of harmonization between bit advancement and drilling operation, we thought
about using « Load Cell » as a sensor which will work as a detector of suspended weight, by
using this latter, we will be able to know the WOB value. In our program and by thinking
thoroughly we decided that whenever the value of WOB reduces, the Hoisting motor will
descend the drill string to the primary value of it.
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1. Introduction:
DSTAS who represents a section in SPE, for the past three years it’s been organizing
international competitions for the university students to partake in, for the purpose of adapting
the atomization into the drilling domain, automation can provide a more accurate and rapid
response to drilling anomalies, as well as reduce the need of human intervention during
drilling operations.
The competition entails that we design a drilling rig and related equipment to
autonomously drill a vertical well as quickly as possible while maintaining borehole quality and
integrity of the drilling rig and drill string, the reading of the sensors must be instant for assuring
the performance of the drilling.
There are elements that we must respect in this project such as the safety (construction and
operation), mobility of the rig ,Design considerations and lessons learned, mechanical design
and functionality, versatility ,Simulation/Model/Algorithm and Control scheme (Data,
controls, response times)
The drill pipe and the drill bit will be provided by DSATS and the dimensions have been
stated in the guidelines. The drill pipe is made of aluminum 6061 T6, has a length of 914 mm,
an outer diameter of 9.53 mm and an inner diameter of 7.053 mm. The bit is a polycrystalline
diamond compact (PDC) bit and has an outer diameter of 28.6 mm. The properties of the
formation rock are unknown, but the dimensions are stated and are approximately
30cmx30cmx60cm. The total maximum length of the stabilizers is limited to 89 mm. The
total power consumption is limited to 25 HP and the WOB is unlimited.
While designing our drilling rig we took inspiration from Trondheim, Norway University
(NTNU) and thanks to them we were able to solve some of our problems such as the weight
on bit problem and we adapted their hoisting system idea.
In our device, we will use many equipment related to automation systems like PLC and
sensors, drilling equipment like motors and fluid pumps. We will get into details about every
equipment mentioned in this report and the placement of each and every one.
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2. Safety:
Safety is considered a priority in any type of industry, the respect and applying its conditions
in each installation influences in a positive manner on the performance of the devices.
Our first concern is to ensure the safety of the personnel while undergoing the conditions to
wear the personal protection equipment during the construction, installation, maintenance and
while the rig testing.
To ensure the smooth running of equipment, it is necessary that our team prepare a control
protocol before each use of the device, which contains the verification of wiring, energy,
insulation of electrical equipment from any contact with water view that the device has a
hydraulic pump.

2.1. Good knowledge of equipment:
Before the construction and implementation of the mechanical and electrical equipment, it is
necessary to carefully read the catalogs of the machines given by the manufacturing company
in order to take into consideration the warnings, tips and instructions before and during every
use and have an idea about the maintenance of these devices.

2.2. Buildup:
This is the part that must contain much of our safety interest, among our concerns will be
about avoiding the risks caused by pinch points, lacerations, punctures and cutting debris.
Safety glasses will be needed when machining parts to build the structure, hearing protection
will be mandatory while using cut-off equipment.
Work gloves will be mandatory when dealing with sharp, hot and electric equipment; it's the
same for the safety shoes to protect the feet from falling objects.
The construction area will be kept out of reach of people not involved in the project or those
who do not wear personal safety equipment to avoid any additional risk.

2.3. Safety related to electrical equipment:
There will be certain rules and practices followed and used when dealing with electrical
equipment to prevent any injuries resulting from electrical shocks, while connecting the wires
and the components it will be made sure that there is no power being supplied, when dealing
with high voltage equipment we will make sure that only professional personnel are allowed
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to set it up and install it on the rig where as low voltage equipment will be arranged by the
team members.
As seen in our rig design we will be placing the water pump next to the electric cabinet that
stores most of the automation equipment ,we decided to separate the two by placing a wall of
covered in a rubber substance to isolate the two apart.

Figure 01: Insulating plate, Isolates the hydraulic pump from the electrical equipment.

2.4. Safety during operation:
Even though the automated protocol keeps the individual away from most of the danger
,during the operation a few risks are expected, to counter said risks, the supervision of the rig
will be obligatory during the whole operation in case of an emergency. Before the operation, a
safety meeting will be held in place and it is mandatory that everyone is present during the
briefing. A fire extinguisher will be available on-site. Safety glasses will be required when
observing the unit and no outside personnel is allowed near the rig or on site without further
notice.

2.5. Maintenance:
To document all chemicals used, a safety data sheet will be available on site, in addition all
electrical equipment will be kept with the rig, as for the disposal of the wastes. All chemicals
that were used will be documented and will be disposed according to local regulations.
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2.6. Safety during transportation:
To ensure safe movement, it is necessary that the table will be folded to reduce its height and
also to distribute the weight over the entire base of the table. The display instruments like the
computer will be transported independently of the tower to avoid their damage.

3. Mobility of Rig:
Our rig is designed in a way that makes it easy to move around which results a less trouble
when operating it , we first thought about the height of our rig and came up with the idea to
include a mechanism or a way for the rig to fold on top of the table, we ended up using little
wheels which we attached on the bottom side of the rig which help it to fold slowly and
efficiently, we placed on the rig four steel rods on each side to help centering the rig and to
protect the electrical components from the danger of the rig falling on them (see the figures
below for more details), we also hid all of our electrical equipment inside a cabinet which we
placed on the back side of the table, wheels were placed on each leg of the table making it
easy to move around and allow the rig to be displaced by only one person, the total height of
our rig is around 2.5m when not folded and approximately 1.65m when folded, this structure
allows our rig to go through any door without any problem, if we do end up facing any
problems the rig itself can be disassembled and detached from the table .

Figure 02: Illustration of the rig (Rig Up)
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Figure 03: Illustration of the rig (Rig Down).

4. Design Considerations and Lessons Learned:
4.1. Design consideration:
Despite the various restrictions that affected the rig conception, the rig was built so as to not
take so much space, it was made to be flexible enough and easy to move around enough so
that only one person is needed it move it, the ability to fold our rig completely to facilitate its
transport to the place of the operation, a cabinet that holds all the electrical equipment and is
isolated from the hydraulic equipment by an isolation plate that separated the two apart.
During the conception of the device, several issues were imposed in front of everyone who
was linked to this project, the biggest issues that we faced was choosing the right equipment
for every little thing in our rig, our hosing system for example is made of multiple elements
that our very hard to find in Algeria such as the ball screw, rails and also another equipment
like tool joint and swivel, this problem could be solved by just ordering these equipment from
outside the country
The warehouse where the construction will take place was another problem of ours but we
luckily found a suitable, the warehouse is equipped with all the necessary equipment needed
to construct our rig.
While we were constructing our rig we had to always keep in mind our budget was limited,
this effected our choosing of the equipment, we tried to choose the right equipment that was
within the budget limit and was effective enough to ensure the best drilling performance.
Another problem that the team is facing now is that the rock composition is unknown, this
problem affected us when we tried to determinate the initial values of the parameters at the
beginning of drilling such as WOB, RPM and Torque since every layer has its own specific
characteristics, so to solve this issue we included this in the algorithm by giving the initial
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values of the Torque and RPM this will allow the system to determine the optimal values to
use while drilling all different kind of layers.

4.2. Lessons learned :




Our team members were all able to learn a lot about regulation and programing thanks
to this project.
The well awareness of the team members about the essential necessity of being a
multidisciplinary individual after the project.
Due to the nature of this project and what entails safety cannot be disregarded due to
the multiple hazards, high voltage/current, torque, and dangers involved in a project of
this scope and scale.

5. Mechanical Design and Functionality, Versatility:
The rig has been designed to be similar to the real ones, the mechanical consensus between all
the parts has been respected to ensure a harmonic function, the upper part which contains the
rotating equipment has been developed so that it is adjustable when positioning the rock to
ensure a perfect match between the bit and the center of the rock.

5.1. Rig design:
The device was designed to minimize the vibrations of the structure and ensure high stability
during engine operation, the location of the equipment was chosen to ensure a good balance
of weight on the table.
The rock will be hoisted on to a gap at the top of the table and will be fixed with two screws
on two opposite sides to ensure a good quality of the hole.
For the moment, the chosen material of the construction of the structure will be Steel for the
reason of its high density and its stiffness, some modifications might touch the steel quality,
and it is high probable that there will be an alloy of steel with taking into consideration its
availability in the market.

Figure 04: Emplacement of the water pump and the rock sample.
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Figure 05: 3D Rig Illustration with the right position of the rock sample.

Figure 06: 3D Folded Rig Illustration.
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5.2. Rotation system:
In drilling operations and on the rig sites there are basically two methods to ensure the
rotation system which were by using a rotary table or the Top Drive in the last decade, all of
this was to ensure the necessary Torque to the bit by the intermediary of the drill string.
Regarding the last technologies and updates that happened in the Oil industry, it was wise
enough to guarantee the rotation system by an AC Motor with appropriate power.

5.3. Hoisting system:
The system that will provide the vertical movement of the travelling block assembly to
perform drilling operation will be pointed as a hoisting system, due to various limitations of
applying the vast knowledge of team members, the final decision was to be inspired by the
team of Norway university because of the facilitations given by their proposal, the concept is
the same but the idea is quite different.

Figure 07: Illustration of the hoisting system and the ball Screw [1].
It was decided to use a ball screw drive because of its high accuracy and step resolution, the
ball screw assembly consists of a screw and a nut each with matching helical grooves and
balls which roll between these grooves providing the only contact between the nut and the
screw. As the screw or nut rotates the balls are deflected by the deflector into the ball return
system of the nut and the travel though the return system to the opposite end of the ball nut in
a continuous path. The balls then exit from the ball return system into the ball screw and nut
thread and race ways continuously to recirculate in a closed circuit [2].
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A linear roller guide system will be combined with the ball screw to provide stable vertical
motion and eliminate horizontal movement.
Liner Bearings is a bearing designed to provide free motion in one direction, not all linear
slides are motorized, and non-motorized dovetail slides, ball bearing slides and roller slides
provide low-friction linear movement, ball bearing slides offer smooth precision motion along
a single-axis linear design, aided by ball bearings housed in the linear base, with selflubrication properties that increase reliability.
A hoisting motor is and equipment that will provide us with the vertical movement of our drill
string.
The hoisting system will function as follows:
The liner bearings will be placed on the linear guidance bars, the top drive motor will be
placed on a plate and supported by these parts and held in place thanks to them. The simple
system will be regulated and automated in the algorithm and automation part.

Figure 08: Illustration of the linear guidance and the hoisting motor emplacement.

5.4. Stabilizer:
Stabilizers; are parts of BHA Components, which are usually used to:
Concentrate the WOB given on the drill bit; avoid additional torque by Lessing the extra
friction between the drill pipe and the formation, reducing the possibility of differential
sticking of drill pipe by big values of pressure, guaranteeing verticality.
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The Forms of stabilizers used in the industry [3] are briefly:


Straight Blades
Generates lot of torque and vibrations



Spiral Blades
Less torque and vibrations



Wide flow path



RH spiral promotes cuttings, pumps
mud upwards



Can be partial wrap or full wrap(360)

Stabilizer Blade Constructions [3]:
Integral blade
Stabilizer

Higher strength
360 degrees,
Blades cover full
wrap possible.

Welded blades
stabilizer

Sleeve Stabilizer

Rugged,

One piece body,

Low cost,

Field changeable
sleeves,

Custom mandrels.

Various gauge
sizes,
Reduced contact
area,
Not full wrap,
Various types of
gauge protection.

Non rotating sleeve
stabilizers

Replaceable wear
ring,
The sleeve has
large circulating
areas between the
ribs to provide
maximum mud
flow,

Adjustable
gauge
stabilizers AGS
The gauge can
be changed
while the drill
string is
downhole,
Size change by
load or pull on
bit.

Drilling fluids act
as lubricants to
avoid friction
between the
stabilizer mandrel
and the nonrotating sleeve.

To minimize the vibration of the drill string, three types of stabilizers will be used.
The first one is called a surface stabilizer that will be welded in the inside of the conductor
pipe.
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5.4.1. Surface stabilizer:
The system will be composed of two bearings with each one in length that will be determined
in the construction phase, the whole system –Surface stabilizer- will have 8mm in length.
Note that there will be a small interval in diameters to let the pipe goes through.

Figure 09: Table surface stabilizer.

5.4.2. Surface rock stabilizer:
A steel plate with a thickness of 10mm will be placed on to the formation top, the plate will
be latched onto the formation with clamps to keep it at bay while drilling, a steel cylinder with
a length of 8mm and an inner diameter of 30mm will be welded to the center of the plate and
will be used to guide the drill string the steel cylinder will be referred to as a riser since it
imitates the function of one.

Figure 10: Surface rock stabilizer.
Another cylinder with a length of 30mm and an inner diameter of 10mm will be placed on the
BHA, it will be devised into two parts a hanger and a body, the hanger will be 10mm long and
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will have an outer diameter larger than the outer diameter of the riser, and as for the body it’s
length is 20mm and will have an outer diameter smaller than the inner diameter of the riser.

Drill Pipe

Riser

BHA Stabilizer

Drill Bit

Figure 11: BHA components.
As the drill string moves downwards, the cylinder will be guided into the riser and the hanger
will make sure it stays inside the riser. This will provide stability for the drill string once the
BHA and the bit have entered the formation the combination of the riser and the surface
stabilizer will provide stability during the entire drilling operation.

Figure 12: Initial BHA components.
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Figure 13: Surface rock stabilizer and riser during drilling.

5.4.3. BHA stabilizer:
The idea of this BHA stabilizer is to have a device that can protect the downhole sensors used
–Gyroroscope and accelerometer- from the different external factors that damage the sensors
themselves such as water, pressure resulted by constriction.
Description:
The dimensions of this BHA are (OD = 20 mm, ID = 14 mm), in the inner part, there will be 4
nozzles of 4mm of diameter distributed regularily, between the nozzles there will be 4 extra
nozzles (ID = 2 mm) used as an exit for the cables used in sensors. In actual drilling the water
can damage the sensors by an accumulation between the space found between the bit joint and
the nozzles in the BHA, for that the team thought of isolating these parts by a silicon layer.
See Figure 15 to have a clear idea .

Figure 14: A view inside the BHA stabilizer.
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Figure 15 description:
Downhole sensors will be set in the bottom to oppose the direction of the water coming from
above, the plug will close on the cables, and the cables will come out fr
om the two nozzles existed in the plug, an isolation material –Silicon- will be on the sides of
the cables to avoid the infiltration of water. The cables will come out from the water nozzles
found in the BHA to the surface where they will be linked to the electrical swivel and then to
the PLC.
Water nozzles (in)

Downhole sensors
location

Nozzles’ cable
(out)

Nozzles’ cable (out)

Screw

Nozzles’ cable
(in)

Figure 15: Down hole sensors location.
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5.5. Tool joint:
Hydraulic connections will be used as tool joints between the BHA and the pipe as well as
between the pipe and the swivel, the type that is going to be used is 100 Male NPT-Tube
Connector.
This tool joint has been chosen thanks to its good internal stiffness which is needed in case the
internal pressure rise to a critical level.

Figure 16: 100 Male NPT-Tube connectors [4].

5.6. Drill bit:
The drill bits are tools connected at the end of the drill pipes to guarantee the rock grinding; in
real industry two main types of drill bits are used: roller cone bits and diamond bits.
Concerning the drillbotics rules, the bits that will be used are 1.125in diameter with a length
of 5.5in and weights 280g. Before the date of the competition, the bits that will be used are
made of steel while some of them are with PDC cutters, and some are with Tungsten Carbide
cutters. It was provided by the Hassi Messaoud SPE Section.

Figure 17: Illustration of drill bits models.

5.7. Hydraulic system:
The hydraulic system is composed of a triplex pump which injects the fluids through the hose,
this hose is attached to the pump thanks to the safety valve, the safety valve is attached to the
swivel (figure down below) and finally the swivel is attached to the drill pipe.
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Figure 18: Illustration of the Hydraulic Swivel [5].
Rotary electrical connector:
Another electrical swivel will be used called rotary electrical joint; this joint will allow the
analog data giving by the downhole sensors inside the pipe is a joint used to transfer power or
signal from a stationary part to a rotating part, preserving and isolating the electrical
connection when rotating 360°.

Figure 19: Electrical Swivel from MOFLON MT1233 Series [6].

5.8. Power consumption estimation:
The power system consists of a top drive motor, a hoisting motor, a fluid pump and a
computer. As stated in the guidelines, the total power consumption cannot exceed 18627.5 W
which means that the fatigue of the system components will be the limiting factor rather than
the electric power available. However, the operation should be as energy efficient as possible
and the expected electrical loads will therefore be calculated.

5.8.1. Rotation motor:
The top drive motor which is the essential element in this system is dimensioned from the
torque value limit on the top of the drill pipes, the triaxle fatigue of drill pipes was used to
calculate the maximum torque used on that place because the internal pressure and the largest
axial force are felt there, to that the equation was [7]:
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(Sth-Sz)² + (Sr- Sth)² +(Sz-Sr)² = 2Sys2

(5.8.1.1)

Where:
Sth: the tangential stress (Pa) …… (5.8.1.2)
Sz: the axial stress (Pa) …… (5.8.1.3)
Sr: the radial stress by (Pa) …… (5.8.1.4)
Sys: the minimum yield strength of Aluminum (120MPa)
𝑫𝒐 𝟐
𝑫𝒊 𝟐
) +( )
𝟐
𝟐
𝑫𝒐 𝟐
𝑫𝒊 𝟐
( ) −( )
𝟐
𝟐

(

Sth =

Pbr

Sr = -Pbr
Sz =

(5.8.1.2)

(5.8.1.4)

𝑫𝒊 𝟐
𝟐
𝑫𝒐 𝟐
𝑫𝒊 𝟐
( ) −( )
𝟐
𝟐

( ) 𝑷𝒃𝒓

(5.8.1.3)

Do: Outer Diameter (9.525mm)
Di: Inner Diameter of Drill pipes (7.0358mm)
Pbr: Burst pressure given by Barlow’s equation [7]:
Pbr =

𝟎.𝟖𝟕𝟓×𝟐×𝑺𝒚𝒔×𝒕
𝟑×𝑫𝒐

…… (5.8.1.5)

Pbr = 9.14 MPa
The torque limit was then calculated from the equation [7]:
𝝅

𝑫𝒐+𝑫𝒊

Tcrit =͌ τcrit×𝟒 × (Do2-Di2) (

𝟒

)

(5.8.1.6)

And the Critical Shear Stress is given by [8]:
𝑱

τmax = 0.577×Sysmin ×𝑫𝒐

(5.8.1.7)

Where:
𝑱

𝝅 𝑫𝒐𝟒

= 𝟐 (𝑫𝒐 −
𝑫𝒐

𝑫𝒊𝟒
𝑫𝒐

The results were in brief:
Tcrit = 8.84 N.m.
τcrit = 66MPa.
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(5.8.1.8)

Then the Top drive motor power is estimated by the shaft power given by [9]:
𝟏

P=Ω Tcrit×𝝐

(5.8.1.9)

Where:
Tcrit: The Torque Limit (N.m).
ϵ: Efficiency factor (0.9) taken.
P: is the power of the top drive (W).
And Ω: Is the angular velocity approximated by a certain analogy, a conventional bit size of
12.25 inches gives 300 RPM, but on the other hand 1.125 in will have higher RPM but not
that high, it will be given a maximum value of 1500 RPM. The determination of the real value
while drilling will be by knowing the value of natural frequency which will be known by the
gyroscope, after that its value will be converted to RPM.
The power of the Top drive motor is: 1543 W.
The motor selected is the following:

Figure 20: Illustration of the 3GAA091520-ASJ [10].
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5.8.2. Hoisting motor:
The Power of the hoisting motor will be determined by the ball screw specifications [11]
which will be known once the team will be on phase 2, and by the value of the torque limit.
The equation is:

T=

𝑭×𝒍
𝟐𝝅×𝝐

(5.8.2.1)

Where:
F: The Total force of the drill pipes, top drive motor, BHA and the bit (N).
L: The ball screw lead (m).
E: Efficiency factor.
T: Torque limit (N.m) is 0.59 N.m.
The same formula as the top drive motor is used (5.8.1.9) and gave P = 102.97 W.

5.8.3. Fluid pump:
The factors limiting on the choice of adequate power is the burst pressure so as to that the
team sought choice of picking it as the maximum value. The power of the pump is given by:
𝟏

P = Pbr.Q.

𝝐

(5.8.3.1)

Where:
Q is the minimum flow by m3/s.
P: Burst pressure (Pa).
ϵ: Safety factor set by a value of 0.9.

Figure 21: Water pump from Interpump WS 1630 [12].
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5.8.4. Computer:
The computer used for the control system will use approximately 70 W, which is a maximum
value for a general laptop.

Summary:
The total power consumption is, which lesser than the value found in the guidelines
Equipment
Top drive motor
Hoisting motor
Fluid Pump
Computer

Used Power (W)
1543
103
3818
70
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6. Drill String Compression Analysis:
In real drilling operation, the drill pipes are under two forces, traction resulted by the top drive
–upper limit of drill pipes- and by a force of compression due to the contact between the bit
and the formation being drilled –compressive stress. The risk of pipe buckling is a top priority
to avoid and to neglect the maximum.
Pipe buckling described as the sudden sideways deflection of a structural member –DP-, using
the same analogy a buckled drill pipe happen when the compression is maximum than the
material resistance. In other words, when the values of ROP and WOB are not convenient to
each other, an entrance in buckling state might occur, in drill pipe a vertical buckling happens.
The maximum load, which a column can bear while staying straight is given by Euler
formula. The Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler derived this formula in 1757; the drill
pipes will remain straight for loads less than the critical load. The critical load is the greatest
load that will not cause lateral deflection ‘buckling’, for loads greater than the critical load,
the column will deflect laterally, the critical load puts the column in a state of unstable
equilibrium, a load beyond the critical causes the column to fail by buckling. As the load is
increased beyond the critical load the lateral deflection increase, until it may fail in other
modes such as yielding of the material [13].
On the application of Euler, the column of weight of the column is neglected. However, in our
case, the critical load is defined by the critical WOB, and to that, the WOB –Critical load- is
the sum of the drill pipe weight, the critical load, and the additional load that is the magnitude
of force. The constriction force is the weight resulted by the internal pressure of the fluid
inside.
Magnitude of force: is the force applied from the top drive motor without entering the drill
pipe a state of compression. It is given by:
F = P×S
Where:
F: The magnitude of force (N).
P: The pressure of constriction (MPa).
S: The cross sectional area (mm²).
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(6.1)

6.1. Magnitude of force Fc:
This is part has a role to determine the minimum required force to apply it on the drill string
without the risk of putting it in a state of compression.
The determination of this value starts by passing on several notions which are the burst
pressure, the pressure losses through the different components used: swivel, hose, drill pipe,
BHA, bit, nozzle, annular and final by knowing the annular and cutting slip velocities to
determine the flow required to move and evacuate the cuttings.

6.1.1. Burst pressure:
The burst pressure in the theoretical pressure applied inside the drill pipe –maximum value of
internal pressure that a drill pipe can withhold. In this case, it is considered the limiting factor
because drilling should be done and operated in smooth, safe and correct condition, to ensure
that the knowing of its value is important. That is given by Barlow’s equation which links
between the wall thickness, minimum yield strength, and the outer diameter. As it was
calculated in section 5.8.1.5.

6.1.2. Annular velocity and cutting slip velocity:
Annular Velocity is the speed of a fluid's movement in a column called an annulus in wells
being drilled with circulating drilling fluid. It is commonly measured in feet per minute
(ft/min) or meters per minute (m/min). Annular velocity is often abbreviated as AV, though
this is not exclusively so, as AV also refers to apparent viscosity which is calculated from
rheometer readings from tests that the mud engineer performs [14].
Cutting slip velocity:
To determine the cutting slip velocity the equation is used [9]:
𝑷𝑽

𝟑𝟔𝟖𝟎𝟎×𝑫𝒐

Vsl = 𝟎. 𝟒𝟓 𝑴𝑾×𝑫𝒐 [√

𝟐
𝑷𝑽
(
)
𝑴𝑾×𝑫𝒐

𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒑

× ( 𝑴𝑾 − 𝟏) − 𝟏]

(6.1.2.1)

Where:
Vsl: Cutting slip velocity (ft/min).
MW: Density of The fluid by ppg.
DenP: Density of solid by ppg, which will be taken as the density of Quartz 2590Kg/m3.
PV: Plastic viscosity by cP which will be equal to be 0.012Cp (Primarily guessing), the
results of an estimated value of plastic viscosity will be determined once the instruments and
the equipment will be in place –Experimentally. As it can be seen when the values of plastic
viscosity increase, that cause the cutting slip velocity to be reduced, a value of 10cP gives
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speeds of 0.27 m/s. But in the following calculations a value of 0.012 is fixed and worked
with.
Do: The drill pipe’s outer diameter by (in)
The annular velocity is then deduced by dividing the cutting slip velocity by the transport
efficiency which will be varied from up 50% [9].

Density of water
Density of quartz
Pipe outer diameter
Cutting slip velocity

International system
units

Anglo Saxon units

998.2 Kg/m3
2590 Kg/m3
9.525mm
0.33m/s

8.31 ppg
21.56 ppg
0.375 in
66.74 ft/min

Velocity

Value (m/s)

Annular Velocity

0.66

Cutting Velocity

0.33

To determine the flow that will be used in drilling the formation, for the sake of simplicity the
cross sectional area will be the one limited between the borehole drilled (28.575 mm) and the
outer diameter of the drill pipe (9.525 mm) where it will be equal (570.04 mm2 ), the
minimum flow will be calculated by:
Q= S×V

(6.1.2.2)

Where:
S: The cross sectional area (m²)
V: annular velocity calculated in the previous section (m/s)
Q=0.00037 m3/s

6.1.3. Pressure loss:
To start talking about Pressure loss notions, we would state firstly the elements where will be
a pressure loss; these points cover (hose, swivel, drill pipe and BHA, Nozzles in the bit ‘2’
and in The BHA ‘4’ and finally in the annulus) the method of calculations will be in the
sections that follow.
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a. Pressure loss in hose:
This would be the part where the fluid will be transported from the pump to the swivel, the
length would be unknown but for simplifying things a value of 2m minimum will be chosen,
and the inner diameter (Di=7.0358 mm) (Same as Drill pipes).
The flow is constant between two points a and b [15]:
𝑺 𝒂 𝑽𝒂 = 𝑺 𝒃 𝑽𝒃

(6.1.3.1)

B is the point determined depending on the place – Here; point b refers to the hose.
From the equation mentioned above Vb=9.67m/s
It should be started by determining the regime, the knowing of the value of Reynolds number
would be by [15]:
Re =

𝝆𝒗𝒅
𝝁

(6.1.3.2)

Where:
ρ: Density of the fluid used in drilling by (kg/m3).
V: Annular velocity by (m/s).
d: Inner diameter of hose (m).
μ: Dynamic viscosity by Pa.S.
The friction factor:
Before choosing a formula it is worth knowing that in the paper on the Moody chart, Moody
stated the accuracy is about ±5% for smooth pipes and ±10% for rough pipes. If more than
one formula is applicable in the flow regime under consideration, the choice of formula may
be influenced by one or more of the following:


Required accuracy.



Speed of computation required.



Available computational technology.



Calculator (minimize keystrokes).



Spreadsheet (single-cell formula).



Programming/scripting language (subroutine).
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By Calculating the Reynolds Number; Re was: 67778.16. The regime is turbulent, and
Di = 7.0358 mm.
F = 0.019 (F = 0.316Re-0.25) [15] (6.1.3.3), ε = 0.
F: Friction factor.
Re: Reynolds number.
To precise the value of the pressure loss in the hose, the equation was [15]:
∆𝒑 =

𝒇𝝆𝒗𝟐 𝒍
𝟐𝒅

(6.1.3.4)

Where:
ρ: Density of fluid (Kg/m3).
V: Annular velocity (m/s).
L: hose length supposedly taken (2m).
D: Inner diameter (7.0358 mm).
F: Friction factor (0.035).
∆𝒑 =252063.88 Pa
b. Pressure loss in the swivel:
The method will stay the same but the length will change to a value lesser than the length of
the hose –Naturally- (0.1m):
Re = 67778.16
F = 0.019 (𝐹 = 0.316 𝑅𝑒 −0.25), ϵ = 0
∆𝒑 = 12603.19 Pa
c. Pressure loss in The drill pipe and The BHA:
The method is the same also but the changes will affect the stated notions which are:
dBHA = Inner Diameter of the BHA (14mm).
The length of the drill pipe is 0.9m and the BHA is 0.02m and by using equation (6.1.3.1) and
b referring to the BHA Vb was calculated and Vb=2.44 m/s.
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Repipe = 67778.16 ; FPipe = 0.019 ; ∆𝒑Pipe =113428 Pa ; ReBHA =34030.45; FBHA = 0.023 ;
∆𝒑BHA = 97.63 Pa.
Note: In the BHA 4 extra nozzles are found, each one has diameter of 4mm for that another
formula is used which is [16]:
∆𝒑 =

𝝆𝑸𝟐
𝟐𝟗𝟓𝟗.𝟒𝟏 𝑪𝟐 𝑨𝟐

(6.1.3.5)

∆𝑝: Pressure loss in the bit nozzle by KPa.
Q: Flow (l/min).
ρ: Fluid density (kg/l).
C: Discharge coefficient (0.95).
A: Total flow area (in2).

International system units
Density of water
Flow rate
TFA (BHA)
∆𝑝

0.9982 Kg/l
22.2 l/min
0.0779in2
30.35 KPa

d. Pressure loss in the Bit and Nozzles:
Same equation (6.1.3.5) like Pressure loss through the nozzles 2, each with diameter of
4.48mm [16].
TFA = 0.0488 in²
∆𝒑 = 77.34 KPa
e. Pressure loss in the annulus:
The method is the same as the pressure loss in drill pipe and BHA but the Diameter used will
be the equivalent diameter which is calculated by [9]:
𝒅é𝒒 = √𝒅𝒂𝟐 − 𝑫𝒐𝟐

(6.1.3.6)

Da: Diameter of the borehole drilled (mm).
Do: Outer Diameter (mm).
Déq = 26.94mm; Re = 17712.96; F = 0.027
∆𝒑 = 130.73 Pa
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Equipment
Hose
Swivel
Drill pipe
BHA
Annulus
Bit

Value (KPa)
252.06388
12.603
113.428
30.44
0.1373
77.34

6.1.4. Force of constriction:
The reason behind the calculation of pressure losses are for determining the constriction
forces for that the equation written below is used the parameter affecting on the constriction is
the maximum burst pressure, to get it the subtraction of the burst pressure value with the
pressure loss in all the system. The equation is:
𝑷𝒄 = 𝑷𝒃𝒓 − ∑𝟔𝒊=𝟏 ∆𝒑𝒊

(6.1.4.1)

Pc = 8.65 MPa
The Magnitude if the force acting on the constriction will be calculated by multiplying the
cross sectional area in Pc where:
A: is the cross sectional area by mm2, with an inner diameter of 7.0358mm where
A=38.85mm².
To that we get a value of 336.3 N equivalents to 34.28 kg by using equation (6.1).

6.2. Euler’s critical force:
The maximum load, which a column can bear while staying straight is given by Euler formula
[17]:
Fcr =

𝝅𝟐 𝑬𝒍
(𝑲𝑳)²

(6.2.1)

Where the moment of inertia is given by equation [18]:
𝝅

l = 𝟔𝟒 (𝑫𝒐𝟒 − 𝑫𝒊𝟒 )
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(6.2.2)

Input data:
6.9×1010
2.83×10-10
0.9
0.91

E(Pa)
l (m4)
K
L(m)
Fcr = 288.08 N = 29.36 kg.

6.3. Drill string weight:
𝝅

MDp = 𝟒 (𝑫𝒐𝟐 − 𝑫𝒊𝟐 )𝝆𝒂𝒍 𝒍

(6.2.3)

𝝆𝒂𝒍 = 𝟐𝟕𝟓𝟎 𝒌𝒈/𝒎𝟑
Mbit = 0.28 kg; MBHA = 0.3 kg; MDp = 0.08 kg.
Mtotal = 0.66Kg
The buoyed weight of the drill string in water is given by the equation [19]:
𝝆

Mb = MDp(1-𝝆 𝒘 )+(MBHA+MBit)(1-𝝆
𝒂𝒍

𝝆𝒘

𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒆𝒍

)

(6.2.4)

Where:
ρstee l= 7750kg/m3
Mb = 0.556kg
The limit of buckling is defind by the sum of the drill string wieght, Euler critical load and the
magnitude of force, it equaled to 64 Kg equivalent to 628 N.
The limit of buckling will be referd to as the maximum wieght on bit to apply.
By using SolidWorks Simulation Xpress, we were given positive response on the reaction of
the drill pipe with WOB value, the simulation was as follows, fixating the drill pipe from one
side and applying a force of 628 N on the other side, the results are shown in the figure below.
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Figure 22: Study-Constraints-Stress using SolidWorks Simulation Xpress.
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Calculation

Formula

Critical shear
stress

τmax=0.577×Sysmin ×Do

J

where:
𝐽
𝐷𝑜

Torque limit
for the top
drive motor

=

𝐷𝑜 4 −𝐷𝑖 4 𝜋
𝐷𝑜

×2

𝜋

Do+Di

Tcrit=͌τcrit×4 × (Do2-Di2) (

1

Power of the
top drive

P=Ω Tcrit.ϵ

Hoisting
motor torque
limit
Power of the
hoisting
motor

T=2π×ϵ

F×l

1

P=Ω Tcrit.ϵ
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4

)

Reference

Result

ENSPM
formation
Industrie IFP
training
FOR00010

66MPa

B. A. Brechan.
Compendium
Introduction to
Drilling
Engineering.
NTNU
Compendiums.
NTNU
Department of
Petroleum
Engineering and
Applied
Geophysics,
2012. ISBN 666.
M. C. A.T.
Bourgoyne Jr,
K.K. Millheim
and F. Y. Jr.
Applied Drilling
Engineering.
SPE Textbook
Series Vol. 2.
Society of
Petroleum
Engineers, 1986.
ISBN 978-155563-001-0.
-

8.84 N.m

M. C. A.T.
Bourgoyne Jr,
K.K. Millheim
and F. Y. Jr.
Applied Drilling
Engineering.
SPE Textbook
Series Vol. 2.
Society of
Petroleum
Engineers, 1986.
ISBN 978-1-

102.97W

1543W

0.59 N.m

55563-001-0.
Burst
pressure
Pump power

Pbr=

Annular
velocity

Hose pressure
loss

3∗Do
1

P=Pbr.Q.ϵ
Q= S×V

Flow rate
Cutting slip
velocity

0.875∗2∗Sys∗t

PV

Barlow’s
equation
-

4976.22W

-

0.00037 m3/s

M. C. A.T.
Denp
∗
(
−
1)
−
Bourgoyne Jr,
PV
MW
(
)
MW×Do
K.K. Millheim
and F. Y. Jr.
1]
Applied Drilling
Engineering.
SPE Textbook
Series Vol. 2.
Society of
Petroleum
Engineers, 1986.
ISBN 978-155563-001-0.
Va= Vsl/0.5
M. C. A.T.
Bourgoyne Jr,
K.K. Millheim
and F. Y. Jr.
Applied Drilling
Engineering.
SPE Textbook
Series Vol. 2.
Society of
Petroleum
Engineers, 1986.
ISBN 978-155563-001-0.
Notions de
𝑓𝜌𝑣 2 𝑙
∆𝑝 =
mécanique des
2𝑑
fluides.
Cours et
exercices
corrigés par
Riadh
Benhamouda
Centre des
publications
universitaire,
Tunis 2008
ISBN 978-997337-494-.

Vsl=0.45 MW×Do [√

36800∗Do

9.14 MPa

0.33 m/s

2
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0.66 m/s

252063.88 Pa

Swivel
pressure loss

∆𝑝 =

𝑓𝜌𝑣 2 𝑙
2𝑑

Drill pipe
pressure loss

∆𝑝 =

𝑓𝜌𝑣 2 𝑙
2𝑑

BHA pressure
loss

Bit and nozzle
pressure loss

Magnitude of
force
Surface of
constriction
Equivalent
diameter

∆𝑝 =

𝑓𝜌𝑣 2 𝑙
2𝑑

∆𝑝 =

𝜌𝑄 2

× 0.001+2959.41 𝐶 2 𝐴2

𝜌𝑄 2
2959.41 𝐶 2 𝐴2

FC=Pc× 𝑆𝑐

π
× Di 2
4
𝑑é𝑞 = √𝑑𝑎2 − 𝐷𝑜2 )
𝑆𝑐 =
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Notions de
mécanique des
fluides.
Cours et
exercices
corrigés par
Riadh
Benhamouda
Centre des
publications
universitaire,
Tunis 2008
ISBN 978-997337-494-.
Notions de
mécanique des
fluides.
Cours et
exercices
corrigés par
Riadh
Benhamouda
Centre des
publications
universitaire,
Tunis 2008
ISBN 978-997337-494-.
Drilling
engineering
Curtin university
of Technology
by Wolfgang F.
Prassl
Drilling
engineering
Curtin university
of Technology
by Wolfgang F.
Prassl
Newton equation

12603.19 Pa

General equation

38.87 mm2

M. C. A.T.
Bourgoyne Jr,
K.K. Millheim
and F. Y. Jr.
Applied Drilling
Engineering.

26.94 mm

113428 Pa

31.42 KPa

79.85 KPa

347.319 N

SPE Textbook
Series Vol. 2.
Society of
Petroleum
Engineers, 1986.
ISBN 978-155563-001-0.
Euler’s equation

𝜋 2 𝐸𝑙

Critical load
𝜋

Fcr=(𝐾𝐿)²

Moment of
Inertia

l= 64 (𝐷𝑜4 − 𝐷𝑖 4 )

Drill pipe
weight

MDp=4 (𝐷𝑜2 − 𝐷𝑖 2 )𝜌𝑎𝑙 𝑙

Drill string
buoyed weight

Critical WOB
Reynolds
number

R. C. Hibbeler.
Statics and
Mechanics of
Materials
(Second ed.).
Pearson
Prentice Hall,
2004. ISBN 013-028127-1.
[20] A.
Industries.
Single point
calibration
-

𝜋

𝜌

Mb=MDp(1-𝜌 𝑤 )+(MBHA+MBit)(1-𝜌
𝑎𝑙

WOB = Fcr+Fc+Mb
Re=

𝜌𝑉𝑑
𝜇

𝜌𝑤
𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙

)

B. A. Brechan.
Compendium
Introduction to
Drilling
Engineering.
NTNU
Compendiums.
NTNU
Department of
Petroleum
Engineering and
Applied
Geophysics,
2012. ISBN 666.
Reynolds
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288N
2.83×10-10 m4

0.08kg.

0.556kg

64.842 Kg
Hose:
67778.16
Swivel:
67778.16
Drill pipe:
67778.16
BHA:
34030.45

Annulus:
17712.96
Friction
Factor (ϵ=0)

𝐹 = 0.316 𝑅𝑒 −0.25
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Reynolds
theoretical
equation

Hose: 0.019
Swivel: 0.019
Drill pipe:
0.019
BHA: 0.023
Annulus:
0.027

7. Automation Equipment:
The automation system will be based on the PLC, it will be the main device that will control
all the other equipment such as the motor, hoisting motor and the pump, PLC will also be the
one that receives all the data that is provided by the sensors, the PLC will be connected
directly to a computer which help tracking all of the data during the whole operation.

7.1. Programmed logic controller:
The PLC which has been selected is the following:
CPU 315-2 PN/DP equipped with suitable Input and Output Modules.

Figure 23: Illustration of the CPU 315-2 PN/DP from Siemens [20].

7.2. Frequency converter and servomotor:
The device contain two motors to control the rotation (Top Drive) and the water flow (Pump).
Each of the two motors is controlled through variable frequency drive.
To control the lifting up and down of the hoisting system, a servomotor will be used which
allow the precise control of the vertical position.
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Figure 24: Illustration of the motor frequency converter from ABB [21].

7.3. Sensors specifications and measurement:
Multiple sensors will be used in the rig in order to collect data of various drilling parameters
then transfer it to the PLC, the PLC will receive the data and convey it to the computer, the
computer will analyze these data and will automatically send output signals to the principal
equipment (Motors and Pump).
The Torque and RPM parameters are given directly from the Top Drive Motor.

7.3.1. Surface sensors:
Load cell: The S-shaped S9M load cell measures tensile and compressive forces and can be
used for a wide variety of static and dynamic measurement applications. Thanks to its high
accuracy the S9M is suitable for use in test benches and torque measurements with a lever as
well as for production and monitoring tasks. It measures the tension in the drill string at
surface, but the WOB can be estimated by suspending the bit off bottom. The type that we
chose is the HBM S9M Load Cell.

Figure 25: Load Cell, HBM S9M [22].
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Pressure transducer: A pressure transducer is a transducer that converts pressure into an
analog electrical signal. A pressure transducer is a device that measures the pressure of a
fluid, indicating the force the fluid is exerting on surfaces in contact with it. Pressure
transducers are used in much control and monitoring applications such as flow, air speed,
level, pump systems or altitude. It will be used to calculate the pressure of the fluid in the
different components of the circulating system. The pressure transducer that will be used is an
OMEGA’s PX309 Series model.

Figure 26: Pressure Transducer OMEGA’s PX309 [23].

Flow meter: is an instrument used to measure linear, nonlinear, mass or volumetric flow rate
of a liquid or a gas.in our case the flow meter will be used to measure the flow rate of the
drilling fluid that is exiting the pump. The one that will be used “FTB2000 Series”.

Figure 27: Flow meter FTB2000 Series [24].
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7.3.2. Downhole sensors:
The downhole sensor that will be used is the "InvenSense MPU-6000", which is the first 6axis motion tracking device; combining a 3-axis gyroscope and a 3-axis accelerometer.
Operating Voltage Supply: 3 V
Package Size: 4x4x0.9 mm
Accelerometer:
Accelerometers are integrated circuits or modules used to measure the acceleration of an
object to which they are attached. In this case they will be used to measure the vibration or the
acceleration in the BHA.
Gyroscope:
A gyroscope is a device used for measuring or maintaining orientation and angular velocity.
This sensor will be used to estimate the inclination and azimuth by measuring the angle of
deflection from the vertical.in short I will be used in the BHA to provide feedback regarding
the verticality of the well and deviation severity
Thermometer:
This sensor also includes a thermometer that will be used to measure the temperature to avoid
overheating the bit which can reduce the efficiency off the drilling and damage the bit.

Figure 28: MPU-6050 Sensor [25].

7.3.3. Measurement and calibration:
The analog data from the sensors will be transmitted to the PLC through wires. The wires will
be placed in the interior of the drill pipe and will run along the pipe wall.
Since there is a chance that the response time of the sensors will change if they are subjected
to conditions such as heat, humidity and shocks and since on sensor is perfect, calibrating the
sensors will therefore be of great importance in order to ensure the most accurate results.
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There exists many ways of calibrating the sensors, the one that was chosen was The OnePoint method [26] considered to be one of the simplest methods and one used when the sensor
calibration is scaled and only sensor offset needs to be corrected. It is done by taking a
measurement with the sensors, comparing the measurement with the reference standard,
calculating the offset by subtracting the sensor reading from the reference reading and, finally,
adding the offset to every sensor reading in the code.
The second method is more complex than the first one called the two-point calibration [27],
this method can be applied to both scaled and raw sensor output, this method aims to rescale
the output and correct both slope and offset errors. When the output is very liner is a case
where this method can be efficiently used. This method of calibration is used by taking two
measurements from the sensor: one near the low end and one near the high end. These
measurements must then be repeated with the reference instrument and the corrected value
can then be calculated by using equation:
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =

(𝑅𝑎𝑤 𝑉 𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 − 𝑅𝑎𝑤 𝐿𝑜𝑤 𝑉 𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒) · 𝑅𝑒𝑓. 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒
+ 𝑅𝑒𝑓. 𝐿𝑜𝑤 𝑉 𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝑅𝑎𝑤 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

The last and most complex method of them all is the multi-point curve fitting calibration; this
method is used for sensors that are not linear. This can be done using Excel or similar
spreadsheet programs.
As mentioned before the need of calibration of the downhole sensors will be needed a lot
because they are more likely to experience large changes in condition while surface sensor
will not, and they will therefore require a different type of calibration.
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8. Algorithm/Model/Simulation:
In the oil and gas industry and in the drill sector manual controlling of the rig in needed at all
times, in this competition autonomous drilling will be adapted, this will be by linking
downhole and surface measurements with real-time models to enhance the safety and
efficiency of the drilling process. The idea behind the automation process in this project is
that downhole and surface sensors will communicate measurements to a computer which in
turn will display and process the data, as well as control drilling variables. The only manual
control will be the start button, which means when the drilling has begun no intervention will
be required only in a case of emergency.
There are multiple controllable variables that could be used, among them are the rotational
speed of the drill string (controlled by the top drive), the weight applied to the drill string
(controlled by the hoisting system) and the pump flow rate (controlled by the pump), and they
will be referred to as input variables. The response variables will be the ROP, the WOB, the
inclination and azimuth, the torque, the vibration amplitude, the pressure and the temperature,
and will be referred to as output variables.
One of the criteria of evaluating the drilling quality is the verticality of the drilled hole, the
borehole shall be completely vertical and to ensure that the inclination of the bit compared to
the vertical will be checked after the operation has been assured to be safe. If the inclination is
larger than the initial value the hoisting motor will lift the ball screw and then reduce the
WOB and increase the RPM when resuming drilling.

8.1. General algorithm:
To monitor the drilling function, it is necessary to design a control system that control and
supervise drilling variables and parameters. Such system, will receive all system
measurements considered as inputs and outputs controls to the actioners. The operator will
have access to these variables through screens on dedicated machine interface. The heart of
the control system will be a programmable logic controller associated to Matlab software
incorporated in personal computer.
Borehole and surface sensors deliver measurements to PLC which in turn transfers them to
the control algorithm under Matlab environment. Implemented algorithms will compute
appropriate control adjustment to maintain all drilling variables sufficiently close to their set
point.
The control scheme will ensure the following functions:
1. The verticality of the string drilling: The gyroscope and accelerometer sensor
signal after processing will deliver the azimuth angle. At any considerable
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deviation from the vertical line a first controller will adjust the WOB and the Top
drive RPM to correct it.
2. The penetration in the formation: From measurement the speed of the hoisting
motor, the actual ROP is estimated a second controller will adjust the WOB and
Top drive RPM in manner to track the ROP set point.
3.

The water pumping: to ensure sufficient water flow rate when the WOB and ROP
varies, flowmeter measurement is used by a third controller in manner to adjust the
pump speed through variable frequency drive.

The general algorithm of control is illustrated in the figure below.
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Figure 29: General algorithm of control.
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From that, all parameters and variables can be classified in three categories:
Output variables: Those to be controlled by motors (RPM and WOB) and pump (Flowrate).
Their corresponding controller tries to maintain values very close to their corresponding set
points.
Input variables: they are computed by controllers and applied to their corresponding
actuator. Top drive RPM, and hoisting Torque.
Supervised variables: other variables and parameters to supervise and/or optimize, ROP,
vertical angle water flow rate, top drive torque.
The controller’s set points are computed by fuzzy decision supervisor. We will use
experimental corrective action rules and express them in form of “If-then” linguistic rules.
The fuzzy decision supervision inputs are the deviation, vibrations, ROP, bit height position,
and its outputs are WOB, RPM and water Flow rate set points.
To operate in safety condition, we must define normal range limits of variables to detect any
dysfunction in drilling operation. Under such situation, a safety supervisor system will take
necessary actions to secure the drilling system.
While drilling, verticality of drill string is measured by gyroscope-accelerometer sensor. In
case of deviation in normal range, a fuzzy linguistic controller will adjust the continuously the
WOB and the RPM and the vertical bit position to correct it. If deviation is reduced
significantly, no safety action is needed. If the fuzzy control doesn’t arrive to correct it, and
the deviation increase above the limit value, the safety system will execute shut down action
by lifting up the Hoisting structure to the top position and decreasing the top drive RPM to
zero.
To enhance the drilling operation, it is preferable to seek continuously best set point values of
the WOB and the top drive RPM to produce better ROP and/or MSE with best drilling
stability (without vibration). For that, an optimization function problem will be defined and
resolved using a Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO). It will adjust the fuzzy logic
decision parameters to produce new optimal controller’s set points.
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Fuzzy Logic supervisor:
Fuzzy Logic (FL) is a method of reasoning that resembles human reasoning. The approach of
FL imitates the way of decision making in humans that involves all intermediate possibilities
between digital values YES and NO.
The inventor of fuzzy logic, Lotfi Zadeh, observed that unlike computers, the human decision
making includes a range of possibilities between YES and NO, low speed, high speed, very
small vibration, small vibration and so.
Fuzzy logic incorporates a simple, rule-based IF X AND Y THEN Z approach to solving
control problem rather than attempting to model a system mathematically. The FL model is
empirically-based, relying on operator's experience rather than their technical understanding
of the system.
For example, rather than dealing with physical variables values as exact values such as
"Deviation=2°", "ROP=6mm/min ", they are represented by fuzzy rules as "IF (deviation is
high) AND (ROP is small) THEN (WOB increase)".
Thanks to mathematical representation of fuzzy variables like “deviation” and their
membership function as “high”, it is possible to compute such expression by some fuzzy
operators to output exact values to apply on physical systems. The main advantage of fuzzy
systems theirs ability to integrate directly the human experience as some rules to compose the
fuzzy rules database.
Fuzzy Logic Systems Architecture
A fuzzy logic system (FLS) can be defined as the nonlinear mapping of an input data set to a
scalar output data. A FLS consists of four main parts: fuzzifier, rules, inference engine, and
defuzzifier. These components and the general architecture of a FLS are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 30: General architecture of FLS.
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Figure 31: Algorithm of particle Swarm Organization (PSO).
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Fuzzification Module (fuzzifier) − It transforms the system inputs, which are crisp
numbers, into fuzzy sets. It represents the interface between numeric values and
fuzzy space. The easiest way is to associate a singleton function for the input value.



Knowledge Base (rules) − It stores IF-THEN rules provided by experts. It will
contain all input combination cases and the appropriate decision in each one.



Inference Engine (intelligence): It simulates the human reasoning process by making
fuzzy inference on the inputs and IF-THEN rules to produce a fuzzy output based on
expert rules.



Defuzzification Module − It transforms the fuzzy set obtained by the inference engine
into a crisp value that can applied on.

The fuzzy supervisor inputs are WOB, top drive RPM, the ROP, water flow rate, deviation
angle from vertical plane and vibration strength. Their actual values are inferred with the
future developed rules database to compute new WOB, top drive RPM and water flow rate set
points. Here we state one rule as example:
IF WOB is low and RPM is medium and DEVIATION is low and VIBRATION is medium
and THEN increase WOB and increase RPM.
The fuzzy supervisor will adjust continuously the three set points according to the designed
fuzzy rules.

8.2. Safety:
While designing the rig, safety considerations were taken a top priority. An insurance of the
safety is important because not only it enhances the drilling efficiency but avoiding equipment
fatigue.
The proposed solution in the rig design is that safety can be distributed into two parts: The
first part included in the functioning part using Fuzzy supervisor that will supervise and
correct any nuances while drilling. The second is the extreme case of safety which is a total
shut down of the system and this can be done after checking the maximum values of the
parameters –an assumption was made is that vibrations should not pass 3Hz. This
determination will be after an evaluation and a testing of the rig.
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8.3. Parameters optimization:
The four fuzzy system modules have several design parameters that should be specified.
These parameters are related to membership functions of each input or output variable in the
fuzzy supervisor. These parameters will be adjusted in manner that the fuzzy supervisor arrive
to realize best ROP. So, we will use an optimization algorithm to maximize the rate of
penetration continuously.

8.3.1. Particle swarm optimization algorithm:
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a technique used to explore the search space of a given
problem to find the settings or parameters required to maximize a particular objective. This
technique, first described by James Kennedy and Russell C. Eberhard in 1995 [28], originates
from two separate concepts: the idea of swarm intelligence based off the observation of
swarming habits by certain kinds of animals (such as birds and fish); and the field of
evolutionary computation.
The PSO algorithm works by simultaneously maintaining several candidate solutions in the
search space. During each iteration of the algorithm, each candidate solution is evaluated by
the objective function being optimized, determining the fitness of that solution. Each
candidate solution can be thought of as a particle “flying” through the fitness landscape
finding the maximum or minimum of the objective function.
Initially, the PSO algorithm chooses candidate solutions randomly within the search space.
Figure 2 shows the initial state of a four-particle PSO algorithm seeking the global maximum
in a one-dimensional search space.
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Figure 32: Initial PSO state [28].

The search space is composed of all the possible solutions along the x-axis; the curve denotes
the objective function. It should be noted that the PSO algorithm has no knowledge of the
underlying objective function, and thus has no way of knowing if any of the candidate
solutions are near to or far away from a local or global maximum. The PSO algorithm simply
uses the objective function to evaluate its candidate solutions, and operates upon the resultant
fitness values.
Each particle maintains its position, composed of the candidate solution and its evaluated
fitness, and its velocity. Additionally, it remembers the best fitness value it has achieved thus
far during the operation of the algorithm, referred to as the individual best fitness, and the
candidate solution that achieved this fitness, referred to as the individual best position or
individual best candidate solution. Finally, the PSO algorithm maintains the best fitness value
achieved among all particles in the swarm, called the global best fitness, and the candidate
solution that achieved this fitness, called the global best position or global best candidate
solution. The PSO algorithm consists of just three steps, which are repeated until some
stopping condition is met [28]:
1. Evaluate the fitness of each particle
2. Update individual and global best finesses and positions
3. Update velocity and position of each particle
The velocity of particle “i” at instant “k”, in the swarm is updated using the following
equation:
𝑽𝒌+𝟏
= 𝒘𝑽𝒌𝒊 + 𝒄𝟏 𝒓𝟏 [𝑿𝒃𝒆𝒔𝒕𝒌𝒊 − 𝑿𝒌𝒊 ] + 𝒄𝟐 𝒓𝟐 [𝑮𝒃𝒆𝒔𝒕𝒌 − 𝑿𝒌𝒊 ]
𝒊
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Where V𝑖𝑘 is the velocity of particle « i » at instant « k », and X 𝑖𝑘 its position. The coefficients
w, c1 , r1 , c2 and r2 are user and algorithm parameters. The value Xbest 𝑘𝑖 is the individual
best candidate solution for particle i at time k and Gbest 𝑘 is the swarm’s global best candidate
solution at time t. Once the velocity for each particle is calculated, each particle’s position is
updated by applying the new velocity to the particle’s previous position:
𝑿𝒌+𝟏
= 𝑿𝒌𝒊 + 𝑽𝒌+𝟏
𝒊
𝒊
This process is repeated until some stopping condition is met. Some common stopping
conditions include: a preset number of iterations of the PSO algorithm, a number of iterations
since the last update of the global best candidate solution, or a predefined target fitness value.
The following chart explains the implementation of PSO algorithm.

8.4. MSE minimization:
MSE is a measure of how much energy is required to remove a unit volume of rock and it is
usually expressed in terms of drilling variables such as WOB, torque, ROP and RPM, this
could be used as a optimization function.
MSE is defined by equation [29]:
𝑴𝑺𝑬 =

𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 𝑰𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕
𝑽𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆 𝑹𝒆𝒎𝒐𝒗𝒆𝒅

(8.4.1)

There are two forces acting on the bit during drilling: WOB (axial force) and torque
(rotational force). MSE can be expressed in terms of these forces, as shown in equations
below:
𝑴𝑺𝑬 =

𝑽 𝒆𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 𝑰𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕
𝑽 𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆 𝑹𝒆𝒎𝒐𝒗𝒆𝒅

𝑴𝑺𝑬 =

𝑾 𝑶𝑩 ∆𝒉
𝑨𝒓𝒆𝒂 ∆𝒉

+

+

𝑹𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 𝑰𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕
𝑽 𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆 𝑹𝒆𝒎𝒐𝒗𝒆𝒅

𝑻 𝒐𝒓𝒒𝒖𝒆 𝟐𝝅 𝑵𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝒓𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔
𝑽 𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆 𝑹𝒆𝒎𝒐𝒗𝒆𝒅

(8.4.2)
(8.4.3)

Because the distance travelled by the bit is the ROP divided by the RPM the equation can
rearranged to give equation:
𝑴𝑺𝑬 =

𝑾𝑶𝑩
𝑨𝒓𝒆𝒂

+

𝟐𝝅 𝑹𝑷𝑴 𝑻 𝒐𝒓𝒒𝒖𝒆
𝑨𝒓𝒆𝒂 𝑹𝑶𝑷

(8.4.4)

As shown in equation above, MSE is a function of drilling variables that will be monitored
continuously through the drilling process. Using MSE as an optimizing function is therefore a
possible solution to ensuring an effective drilling operation.
However a factor we must keep in mind is that the MSE is not only a function of drilling
efficiency but also a function of the type of the rock that is being drilled through.
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8.5. Verticality:
The downhole sensors will be the main sensors responsible for ensuring that the rig will drill
as vertically as possible. These downhole sensors are the gyroscope and the accelerometer
these will be included in the same sensor and, although they are similar in purpose, they
measure different things and together they provide accurate information about position and
orientation.
A tilted layer or encountering a new layer/rock inclusion with different rock properties is
expected to be the main reason behind the deviation; the bit in this case will follow the easiest
path to drill causing it to deviate from its vertical position.
In order to change the return the bit to its original path if the deviation occurs a range of
acceptable inclination values must be defined. This means that if the change in inclination is
larger than a given value, the control system will respond by lifting the bit a pre-defined
length and resume drilling with lower WOB and the same or higher RPM.

8.6. Model:
8.6.1. Drill string model:
In order to find a relationship between the torque applied by the top drive motor and the
rotational speed of the drill string, a drill string model was developed. The top drive motor
was controlled by torque which was the input value for the model.
An example of how simulation would be in Matlab:

Figure 33: Drill string model as shown in Matlab.
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When the user presses on the icon of model of top drive speed, it appears:

Figure 34: Top drive motor speed simulation.
The equation mentioned below was used to determine the relationship between the torque and
the drill string, this equation was used to determine the change of the body angular
momentum for unbalanced torque on a body along the axis of rotation.
𝝉𝒏𝒆𝒕 =

𝒅𝑳
𝒅𝒕

(8.6.1.1)

Where:



τnet is the sum of the torque acting on the body (Nm).
L is the angular momentum vector (kg·m2/s) and t is time (s).

For rotation about a fixed axis equation (8.7.1.2) gives,
𝑳 = 𝑰𝝎

(8.6.1.2)

Where:


I is the moment of inertia (kg/m2 )



ω is the angular velocity (rad/s).

Combining Equations (8.6.1.1) and (8.6.1.2) resulted in Equation (8.6.1.3)
𝝉𝒏𝒆𝒕 =

𝒅(𝑰𝝎)
𝒅𝒕

(8.6.1.3)

The body is under multiple torques and it was the net torque that determined the rate of
change. In this case the net torque was the sum of the torque applied by the top drive motor
and the friction torque from the interaction between the drill bit and the formation.
𝝉𝒏𝒆𝒕 = 𝝉𝒅𝒔 − 𝝉𝒇𝒓𝒊𝒄 (8.6.1.4)
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Where:
𝜏𝑑𝑠 Is the torque applied by the top drive motor (Nm)
𝜏𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐 Is the torque loss due to friction (Nm) from the interaction between the bit and
formation.
𝜏𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐 was estimated based on the torque friction of a rotating disk.
Where the exact definition used is showed in equation [30].
𝟐

𝝉𝒇𝒓𝒊𝒄 = 𝟑 𝑴𝝁𝒈𝑹

(8.6.1.5)



M is the mass of the disk



𝜇 Is the coefficient of kinetic friction between the disk and the surface



𝑔 is the gravity acceleration constant



R is the radius of the disk

By combining equation (8.6.1.3) and (8.6.1.4) together give the equation for the angular speed
of the drill string shown:
𝟏

𝝎 = 𝑰 ∫(𝝉𝒅𝒔 − 𝝉𝒇𝒓𝒊𝒄 )𝒅𝒕

(8.6.1.6)

The moment of inertia had to be calculated for the three parts of the drill string (pipe, BHA
and the bit). The following equation can be used to estimate the moment of Inertia.
𝒂 = ∑ 𝑰𝒛 = ∑

𝝅𝝆𝒉
𝟐

(𝒓𝟒 𝑶𝑫 − 𝒓𝟒 𝑰𝑫 )

(8.6.1.7)

This gave a general equation that required the drill string torque (Nm) as an input and gave
the rotational speed of the drill string as an output (RPM).
𝝎=

𝟏
𝝅𝝆𝒉
∑
(𝒓𝑶𝑫 𝟒 −𝒓𝑰𝑫 𝟒 )
𝟐

𝟐

∫ (𝝉𝒅𝒔 − 𝟑 𝑴𝒈𝑹𝝁) 𝒅𝒕

(8.6.1.8)

8.6.2. Hoisting system model
The hoisting system model was used for the purposes of describing the vertical movement of
the travelling block and its relation to the torque applied from the hoisting motor. Just like the
top drive motor the hoisting motor is controlled by the torque as an input value. The goal for
this model was to obtain a measure of ROP and the drilled height.
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The Burgoyne and Young ROP model, shown in the equation below was used to calculate the
ROP. This model considered the effect of depth, the characteristics of the formation being
drilled, the drill-bit size, the mechanical factors of the drilling process (i.e. WOB and RPM)
and the mud system properties, and allowed each one to be adjusted by drill ability
coefficients.
𝑹𝑶𝑷 = 𝒇𝟏 . 𝒇𝟐 . 𝒇𝟑 . 𝒇𝟒 . 𝒇𝟓 . 𝒇𝟔 . 𝒇𝟕 . 𝒇𝟖

(8.6.2.1)

Where:
f1 is the formation strength, f2 is effect of depth and compaction, f3 is effect of pore pressure,
f4 is effect of differential pressure, f5 is effect of drill-bit diameter and WOB, f6 is effect of
rotary speed, f7 is effect of drill-bit tooth wear, and f8 is effect of bit hydraulic jet impact
force.
Since the height of formation that was to be drilled in the competition was only 60 cm, the
effect of compaction was assumed to be negligible. The effect of pore pressure and
differential pressure was neglected as it was stated in the guidelines that the formation would
not have any over pressured zones and because the rig setup gave a differential pressure in
annulus to be close to zero. The effect of drill bit wear was also neglected due to the short
distance being drilled. The hydraulic jet impact force through the bit was considered small
because of the large pressure drop across the constriction inside the BHA, and therefore
neglected.
Neglecting f2 f3 f4 f7 and f8 reduced equation (8.6.2.1) to (8.6.2.2)
𝑹𝑶𝑷 = 𝒇𝟏 . 𝒇𝟓 . 𝒇𝟔

(8.6.2.2)

Equation (8.7.2.2) can be broken down to three sub equations as follows
𝒇𝟏 = 𝒆𝟐.𝟑𝟎𝟑𝒂𝟏

(8.6.2.3)

Where a1 is the coefficient for the effect of formation strength shown below:
Parameter

Lower Boundary (unitless)

Upper Boundary (unitless)

𝑎1

0.50

3.91
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𝑾𝑶𝑩𝒔𝒇

𝒇𝟓 = [

(
(

𝑊𝑂𝐵𝑠𝑓

( 𝑂𝐷

𝑏𝑖𝑡

𝑾𝑶𝑩𝒔𝒇

)−(

)

𝑶𝑫𝒃𝒊𝒕 𝒕
𝑾𝑶𝑩𝒔𝒇
) −(
)
𝑶𝑫𝒃𝒊𝒕 𝑵
𝑶𝑫𝒃𝒊𝒕 𝒕

𝑶𝑫𝒃𝒊𝒕
𝑾𝑶𝑩𝒔𝒇

(8.6.2.4)

) It is weight on bit measured at surface divided by outer diameter of the drill bit

(kg/m).
𝑊𝑂𝐵𝑠𝑓

( 𝑂𝐷

𝑏𝑖𝑡

)𝑡 Is the weight on bit measured at surface divided by outer diameter of the drill bit at

which the bit begin to dig in the formation (kg/m).
(

𝑊𝑂𝐵𝑠𝑓

)
𝑂𝐷𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑁

Is weight on bit measured at surface over outer diameter of the drill bit

normalization value (kg/m). 𝑎5 Is the coefficient for the effect of bit diameter and WOB
shown in the table below:
Parameter

Lower Boundary (unitless)

Upper Boundary (unitless)

𝑎5

0.10

2.00

𝑹𝑷𝑴

𝒇𝟔 = [(𝑹𝑷𝑴 𝒔𝒇) ]𝒂𝟔
𝒔𝒇 𝑵

(8.6.2.5)

Where:
𝑎6 Is the coefficient for the effect of rotary speed shown below:
Parameter

Lower Boundary

Upper Boundary

𝑎6

0.40

2.23
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In the power consumption part, the hoisting motor was chosen by the axial force, which will
be considered as the WOB.
𝑭𝒉 = 𝑾𝑶𝑩 =



𝟎.𝟗×𝟐𝝅𝑻
𝒍

(8.6.2.6)

𝐹ℎ Is the force (N) exerted by the ball screw onto the drill string and equals the weight
on bit (N)



T is the torque applied by the hoisting motor (Nm), and l is the lead of the ball screw
(m).

8.6.3. Circulation system model:
At first it was suggested to use a differential equation to model the pump pressure as a
function of the difference in outflow and inflow of the system. But due to the small volume
and the extremely low compressibility of water, the circulation system was instead
implemented through static conditions.
The pump was a triplex pump and was controlled by the angular velocity of its motor.
The flow rate from the pump is shown in the equation below:
𝒒𝒑 = 𝜸𝒑 . 𝝎𝒑 − 𝒍𝒆𝒂𝒌𝒂𝒈𝒆(𝝎𝒑 , 𝒑𝒑 ) (8.6.3.1)
𝑞𝑝 Is the flow rate from the pump, 𝛾𝑝 is the cylinder volume i.e. the volume pumped pr.
stroke, and 𝜔𝑝 is the number of strokes pr. min (RPM).

8.6.4. Formation model:
A formation model was implemented because the hoisting system required the effect of
formation strength when calculating the ROP; this model is used to simulate different
formation layers using different rock hardness values. The model was made in Simulink
Matlab as a signal that stepped between a range of predefined values for hardness at a specific
time. The input value in this model was taken as the drilled height and the corresponding rock
hardness for that height was chosen as an output value.
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8.7. Simulation:
In order to gain the knowledge necessary to optimize the control system several test and
analyses had to be performed, since the rig has not been built yet the team decided to use
simulations to gain this information, All the simulation were made and constructed in
Simulink a graphical programming environment in Matlab, to simulate the real drilling
operation, Thanks to this simulator it was possible to run tests and develop the control
algorithm. The main goal of this simulation is to validate all the models, determine the
parameters of the regulator using PID controller (Proportional-Integral-Derivative Controller)
which is a control loop feedback mechanism widely used in industrial control systems and a
variety of other applications requiring continuously modulated control [31]. Another goal is to
determine the parameters of the optimization using PSO (Particle swarm optimization) which
is a population based stochastic optimization technique [32]. A fuzzy control system [33]
which is

a control

system based

on fuzzy

logic—a mathematical system

that

analyses analog input values in terms of logical variables that take on continuous values
between 0 and 1 will also be used to determine these parameters.
The simulator will be running four main modules that together summarize the drilling system.
These models are: Drill string Model, the Hoisting System Model, the Circulation System
Model and the Formation Model.
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9. Control Scheme:

Figure 35: Control Scheme using SolidWorks Electrical.

Input data:
Output data:
Data cable:
The drilling system is controlled via a Programmable Logic controller system (PLC) and
implemented algorithms in Matlab software. Various sensors with different type of signals are
acquired by the CPU of PLC system and transferred to Control and supervision program in
Matlab.
Based on actual measured values, the control algorithm will determine a necessary correction
via three motor (Top drive motor, Hoisting motor and pump) to ensure tracking of the three
set points (WOB, RPM and water flow rate). The verticality and elimination of vibrations is
ensured thanks to fuzzy supervisor action in the control algorithm.
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9.1. Response time:
The time between the data reading and data treatment and process has to be short because any
one of the actions by some sort is late, it will have quite certain damages that affects on the
parameter related to the equipment, as an example, if the rig is drilling a hard formation that is
drilled with high levels of Torque and RPM it might cause string vibration and bit wearing
that can lead to pipe sheering which is the case to avoid.
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10. Drill String Dysfunctions:
10.1. Vibration types:
Drill string vibrations can be divided into three types, or modes: axial, torsional, and lateral.
The destructive nature of each type of vibration is different.

Figure 36: vibration types [34].

Axial vibrations:
Axial vibration is one of the most encountered types of vibration that can cause a bit bounce,
which may damage bit cutters and bearings by the repeated vertical movement upward and
downward of the drill string.
Torsional vibrations:
A torsional vibration can cause irregular downhole rotation. Stick/slip is often seen while
drilling and is a severe form of drill string torsional oscillation in which the bit becomes
stationary for a period. As the severity of stick/slip increases, the length of the stuck period
increases, as do the rotational accelerations as the bit breaks free. Torsional fluctuations
fatigue drill collar connections and can damage bits. The use of a mud motor may help to
address stick/slip if the main source of excitation is from the bit, but the presence of a motor
does not prevent stick/slip.
The drill string and BHA above the motor can enter into a stick/slip motion even when the
motor is turning the bit at a steady rate.
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Lateral vibrations:
Lateral vibrations are the most destructive type of vibration and can create large shocks as the
BHA impacts the wellbore wall. The interaction between BHA and drill string contact points
may, in certain circumstances, drive the system into backward whirl. Backward whirl is the
most severe form of vibration, creating high-frequency large-magnitude bending moment
fluctuations that result in high rates of component and connection fatigue. Imbalance in an
assembly will cause centrifugally induced bowing of the drill string, which may produce
forward whirl and result in one-sided wear of components.

Figure 37: BHA whirl [34].
Mode coupling of vibration mechanisms:
Vibrations of all three types (axial, torsional, and lateral) may occur during rotary drilling and
are coupled. Induced axial vibrations at the bit can lead to lateral vibrations in the BHA, and
axial and torsional vibrations observed at the rig floor may actually be related to severe lateral
vibrations downhole near the bit. At other times, severe axial vibrations near the bit may show
no visible vibrations at the surface.
Axial and lateral vibrations are more violent in vertical or low-angle wells, and the
displacements and bending moments introduced by lateral vibrations increase as the ratio of
hole size to BHA collar size increases.
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10.2. Natural frequencies and resonances:
Natural frequencies are frequencies at which a structure likes to move and vibrate. Each
natural frequency has an associated mode shape. If the structure is excited at one of its natural
frequencies, then resonance is encountered and large amplitude oscillations may result.
The largest amplitude displacements tend to occur at the first (fundamental) natural
frequency.

10.3. Excitation sources:
A drill string vibrates as a result of load or displacement excitations applied at various
locations and at various frequencies.
There is a wide range of potential excitation sources: mass imbalance, misalignment and
kinks or bends, the cutting action of the drill bit, stabilizer blades (especially if they are
straight), mud motors (nutation, or wobbling, of the rotor within the stator), and the friction
factor between the drill string and borehole wall [34].

11. Drill Bit Dysfunctions:
11.1. Bit balling:
when drilling with low flow rate, the cuttings resulted from the action of the drill bit cannot be
evacuated properly and consequently makes a problem of drill bit sticking, that affects on the
drilling parameters like the torque.
High accumulation of the cuttings at the bit might give high values of torque, which in this
case can cause pipe shearing.

11.2. Bit wear:
The drilling has to be adapted with each formation, a concrete example would be; in real
industry two main types of bits are used, Roller cone bits and Diamond bits.
To that each type of bits are specified to each formation; a roller cone bit with long teeth and
wide distance between them is dedicated for soft formations drilling like Sand… However A
roller cone bits with short teeth and small distance between them is for drilling hard
formations like Marl. On the other hand a PDC (Polycrystalline diamond compact) bit is
compatible to all formations but where temperatures are under 400°C while TSP bit
(Thermally Stable polycrystalline) resists temperatures above than 400°C.
To that, the bit is a PDC one, but high levels of RPM might cause severe of bit wear.
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12. Equipment Cost Estimation:
Device

Amount

Total Cost

Source

Water Pump

Cost per
Unit
€976,13

1

€976,13

Swivel

€30

1

€30

Electrical
Swivel

€153,50

1

€153,50

Top Drive
Motor
Hoisting
Servomotor
(NX620MC-3)

€503

1

€503

€1 553

1

€1 553

Ball Screw
(KGT16X5
FGR RH 1 S
1500 G9
AEG)
Drill Bit
Drill Pipe
Tool Joint
PC
PLC with
Output and
Input Modules
Load Cell
Pressure
Transducer
Flow Meter

€330

1

€330

https://www.accesoriosaltapresionagm.com/bombasrepuestos/765-bomba-interpump-ws1630-serie-47.html
http://www.directindustry.fr/prod/rotary-systemsinc/product-17337-495245.html#product-item_495343
Ebay
https://www.ebay.com/str/MOFLON-SlipRing?_trksid=p2047675.l2563
https://www.enrgtech.co.uk/buy/product/ET16824280/3G
AA102530-BSJ
https://www.orientalmotor.com.sg/products/sv/list/detail/?
product_name=NX620MC3&brand_tbl_code=SV&series_code=KE00&type_code=
Standard
Aratron

€30
€70
_

2
1
2
2
1

€60
€140
_

Provided
Provided
Provided by SONATRACH

€200

1
1

€200

€108

1

€108

Provided
Omega
https://www.omega.com/pptst/PXM309.html
Omega
https://www.omega.com/pptst/FTB2000.html

Gyroscope and
Accelerometer
(MPU-6050)

€5

1

€5

Invensense
https://store.invensense.com/ProductDetail/MPU-6050InvenSense-Inc/422200/pid=1135

Electrical
Cabinet
Emergency
Button
Start Button
Cables
Screws
Railes
Hiwin
(HGWR20RC-KAPP)
Wheels
Isolation Plate
frequency
converter
(Pump and
Top Drive
Motor)
Wagon

€30

1

€30

https://www.lelectricien.net/19-armoire-metallique

€15

1

€15

-

€15
€10
€10
€94

1
Standard
2
2

€15
€10
€20
€188

Aratron

€7
-

6
1
2

€42
-

Provided
Provided by SONATRACH

€70

2

€140

Aratron
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(HGW20CCZO-C)

Total cost: 4503.63EUR = 5153.60USD = 614401.35DZD

13. Finance:
The estimation we made of everything that we will need is under the budget provided by the
organizers of the competition ($10000), the first sponsor of the project is the University
UKMO and another private school located in Hassi Messaoud DLE which specializes in
teaching drilling engineering, these last two will be providing us with the essential materials
for constructing the rig structure and a warehouse to do so, after proposing the project to other
sponsors the principal oil and gas company in Algeria SONATRACH has decided to sponsor
the whole project and buy all the equipment listed above even if they have to import it from
outside the country.

14. Project Advancement:
When we enter the second phase we will begin to follow the diagram shown below. The rig
construction is estimated to take around three months (January, February and March), the
purchase of the equipment will be done in the first month and the construction of the rig
structure will take about one month, as for the installation of the equipment and the
automation equipment each is estimated to be finished by February for the equipment and
mid-March for the automation equipment, the programing of the devices will end by the end
of March which will leave the testing of the rig in April.

Figure 38: Gantt Diagram.
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